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Namaste 
 
BE OUR FACEBOOK PROMOTER 
 

Spread Baba’s teachings & spiritual messages on Facebook 
groups which are dedicated on Sai-Baba. You need to share “1 
or 2 links of posts from saisabuir.org” on assigned “5 Facebook 
groups” every Thursday. We will provide you the links every 
week to share. If interested, please send an email to 
editor@saisaburi.org. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
READ & SHARE PREVIOUS EDITIONS 
 

You can read previous editions of the magazine by visiting: 
https://mag.saisaburi.org/    
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Main Website: https://saisaburi.org

Magazine Website: https://mag.saisaburi.org

FB Group: https://www.facebook.com/groups/669860773527519

Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/saisaburimagazine

WRITE TO US 
 

Share your spiritual experience, spiritual poem, any article on 
spiritual topic with us. Your content will be published in the 
magazine with your name. Many a times we get experiences 
where senders want to remain anonymous, and we respect that 
too. Email us on editor@saisaburi.org  
 

 

 

 

ONLINE RESOURCES 
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Only Love Will Set 
us Free 
 

Love is the only emotion which can deliver lasting peace and eternal happiness to us. Kindness, 
Compassion, Empathy are related terms and the undercurrent of all these is the feeling of love and oneness 
with the world. 

Many a time dealing with the world will make us feel frustrated, short-changed, cheated. During those 
times, we must remember that even the greatest of souls who lived among us for our well-being were also 
treated unfairly and were also disrespected. Sai-Baba was accused of many things while he physically lived 
amongst us, Lord Ram was banished from his kingdom and had to live in wilderness without the comfort of 
a king which he was entitled, Jesus Christ was crucified for no fault of his, Lord Mahavira was tortured by a 
cow-herder, and the list goes on. 

One may have the best of intent and sincere emotions, yet the world may not take any notice at all. The 
world is a complex assembly of people, and our experiences may not be positive or to our liking always. 

In a way, these are tests in which we have to do well and become more loving overtime. Ahimsa is one of 
the manifestations of love. When being a follower of Ahimsa, we realize what we say, what we think, what 
we do, what we eat, what we dress, etc. This is one of the highest forms of love for all sentient beings. 

Being reactive to attitudes of the world will only entangle us more in this world and the cycle of samsara. 
When we are seeking fulfilment in our everyday life, happiness in our life; our ways and means should align 
themselves to what we seek. The only way to attain peace and happiness is on the journey of the self 
towards itself. While living in the world, the more we travel inside, happier and more peaceful we will be. 
Love is the only path towards that peace and happiness.  

If you want to share your view, opinion, comments, feel free to write and it will be published with your 
name. SaiRam. 
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Lao Tzu 
“To the mind that is still,” Lao Tzu said, “the whole universe surrenders.” We need to let go of our 
schedules, worries and complex thoughts for a while and simply experience the world. We spend 
so much time rushing from one place to the next in life, but Lao Tzu reminds us “nature does not 
hurry, yet everything is accomplished.” It is particularly important that we remember that certain 
things—grieving, growing wiser, developing a new relationship—only happen on their own 
schedule, like the changing of leaves in the fall or the blossoming of the bulbs we planted months 
ago. 

When we are still and patient, we also need to be open. We need to be reminded to empty 
ourselves of frivolous thoughts so that we will observe what is really important. “The usefulness of 
a pot comes from its emptiness.” Lao Tzu said. “Empty yourself of everything, let your mind 
become still.” If we are too busy, too preoccupied with anxiety or ambition, we will miss a 
thousand moments of the human experience that are our natural inheritance. We need to be 
awake to the way light 
reflects off of ripples on a 
pond, the way other people 
look when they are laughing, 
the feeling of the wind 
playing with our hair. These 
experiences reconnect us to 
parts of ourselves. 

This is another key point of 
Lao Tzu’s writing: we need to 
be in touch with our real 
selves. We spend a great deal 
of time worrying about who 
we ought to become, but we 
should instead take time to 
be who we already are at 
heart. We might rediscover a 
generous impulse, or a playful 
side we had forgotten, or 
simply an old affection for 
long walks. Our ego is often in the way of our true self, which must be found by being receptive to 
the outside world rather than focusing on some critical, too-ambitious internal image. “When I let 
go of what I am,” Lao Tzu wrote, “I become what I might be.” 
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What is the best book about philosophy one could look at? For Lao Tzu, it wasn’t a volume (or a 
scroll) but the book of nature. It is the natural world, in particular its rocks, water, stone, trees and 
clouds, that offers us constant, eloquent lessons in wisdom and calm – if only we remembered to 
pay attention a little more often. 

In Lao Tzu’s eyes, most of what is wrong with us stems from our failure to live ‘in accordance with 
nature’. Our envy, our rage, our manic ambition, our frustrated sense of entitlement, all of it stems 
from our failure to live as nature suggests we should. Of course, ‘nature’ has many moods and one 
can see in it almost anything one likes depending on one’s perspective. But when Lao Tzu refers to 
nature, he is thinking of some very particular aspects of the natural world; he focuses in on a range 
of attitudes he sees in it which, if we manifested them more regularly in our own lives, would help 
us find serenity and fulfilment. 

Lao Tzu liked to compare different parts of nature to different virtues. He said, “The best people 
are like water, which benefits all things and does not compete with them. It stays in lowly places 
that others reject. This is why it is so similar to the Way (Dao).” Each part of nature can remind us 
of a quality we admire and should cultivate ourselves—the strength of the mountains, the 
resilience of trees, the cheerfulness of flowers. 

Daoism advises us to look to trees as case studies in graceful endurance. They are constantly 
tormented by the elements, and yet because they are an ideal mixture of the supple and the 
resilient, they respond without some of our customary rigidity and defensiveness and therefore 
survive and thrive in ways we often don’t. Trees are an image of patience too, for they sit out long 
days and nights without complaint, adjusting themselves to the slow shift of the seasons – 
showing no ill-temper in a storm, no desire to wander from their spot for an impetuous journey; 
they are content to keep their many slender fingers deep in the clammy soil, metres from their 
central stems and far from the tallest leaves which hold the rain water in their palms. 

Water is another favourite Daoist source of wisdom, for it is soft and seemingly gentle and yet, 
when it is given sufficient time, is powerful enough to mould and reshape stone. We might adopt 
some of its patient, quiet determination when dealing with certain family members or frustrating 
political situations in the workplace. 

Daoist philosophy gave rise to a school of Chinese landscape painting still admired today for 
awakening us to the virtues of the natural world. 

At one level, it seems strange to claim that our characters might evolve in the company of a 
waterfall or a mountain, a pine tree or a celandine, objects which after all have no conscious 
concerns and so, it would seem, cannot either encourage nor censor behaviour. And yet an 
inanimate object may, to come to the lynchpin of Lao Tzu’s claim for the beneficial effects of 
nature, still work an influence on those around it. Natural scenes have the power to suggest 
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certain values to us – mountains dignity, pines resolution, flowers kindness – and in unobtrusive 
ways, may therefore act as inspirations to virtue. 

The idea that the contemplation of nature is a source of perspective and tranquility is well known 
in theory, but so easy to overlook because we take it for granted – and never give it the time and 
focus required. 
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From Darkness 
into Light 
 

Man is a weary traveler on the earth plane. There is a load at his back, and his mind is shrouded with 
thoughts of fear and frustration. Footsore and heartsore, he drags on, for he knows not his destiny. Bound 
in ignorance; he makes self his God and worsens his lot as he treks his way in the wilderness of dried and 
frustrated designs Selfishness and sin into an endless chain of misery and suffering. Caught in the snare of 
maya, he loses sight of Reality and sinks deeper and deeper into the pit of moral degradation. It is only 
when the sting of conscience bites him and remorse takes hold of him, he seeks freedom from this 
enslavement. Remorse and repentance open to him a new way to life. Behold, his ways have changed. 
There is no longer a cloud of darkness on his face, he awakens to a new consciousness. 

 

He is seized with a new force. It is the force of the spirit, which the sting of conscience has awakened and 
liberated. No longer a weary traveler, but a bright soldier, he forces his way and knows the destined goal 
that awaits him. 

 

Not sin but virtue, not self but selflessness, not desire but desirelessness, not pride but egolessness, not 
greed but renunciation, he knows now, as constituting his armour in the battle of life. Fortified in this 
manner, with burning love and devotion for God, he seeks the path of spiritual victory. He vanquishes his 
foe by self-mastery and wins the goal—God's own Kingdom of Light and Eternal BLISS. 

 

Source: SAI BABA’S MESSAGES TO YOGI M.K.SPENCER 
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How to Achieve 
Realisation 
Nanasaheb Chandorkar and Nimonkar, both Sai devotees, once went to Shirdi for Baba's darshan. 
Nanasaheb fell at Baba's feet and said: "O Sai Maharaj, I am sick and tired of this mundane life. The Shastras 
say that this world of ours is meaningless, an illusion. Help me. Oh brother of the helpless, to break the 
fetters that bind me to this mundane life, the more one looks for happiness in this world, the less one finds 
it. Misery seems to be man's lot. Wretched hope that springs eternally in us sends us from place to place.. I 
am sick and tired of it. I do not want to get involved in it." 

Baba laughed at this and said:" Where do you get these crazy ideas from, Nana? You really are a simpleton. 
What you said about mundane life is true, but you cannot escape it as long as the body exists. Nobody can 
escape it, not even I". Our mundane life affects the body in various ways," continued Sai Maharaj. "Desire, 
envy, avarice, pride, hatred and anger are part of our mundane life; so are the senses of sight, hearing and 
taste. So indeed, are our imagination and our bodily needs. They are all inextricably mixed: they are like a 
mixture the component parts of which are inseparable, like a knot that nobody can untie. People say that 
one's wife and progeny are also of one's mundane life. You too believe so and find it difficult to get on with 
them. What with one's wife and children and other relatives like brothers, nephews etc, life is full of 
problems, but you cannot get rid of these." 

Nana said, "My previous lives were evidently ordained by the Lord, but my concern is with my present one. 
I do not want any more of it bedeviled, as it is by too many problems, too many woes. Help me to rid myself 
of this." Baba laughed at these words of Nanasaheb and spoke. "You are responsible for this life as well. 
You are the one who caused it. Now, then, can you get rid of it? This body of yours is the fruit of the 
accumulated karma of the past. Karma is the root cause of all our miseries. All those that are born - 
whether men, birds or beasts -suffer from the effects of their previous karma. Unless one bums down the 
effects of one's previous karma, one cannot be rid of the body. 

All people, rich and poor, and married ones, sanyasins and vanaprasthas exist because of the life force 
running through them; so do different kinds of animals like horses, bulls, jackals, tigers, rhinos, hyenas, 
dogs, pigs, scorpions, snakes, ants, fleas and kites. The same life force runs through all of them. Why, then, 
do these entities look different? Did you ever ponder this, Nana? If you do you will realize that the reason 
lies in their past karma. The animals are different because of their previous karma, their innate 
characteristics depending on the species they belong to. Thus, tigers eat flesh and pigs eat excreta while 
hyenas dig out buried bodies and devour them. Kites and vultures feed on rotten bodies while swans eat 
the tender leaves of lotus plants. 
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KARMA 
Karma determines not only the species - specific characteristics of animals but also what happens to some 
members of the species as distinct from some others of the species in their life-span. Thus, some tigers are 
lucky to roam free in the forest whereas others are destined to move from door to door at the bidding of 
their gypsy masters, chained and shackled. The dogs kept by the rich sit on soft mattresses while others 
roam about in the streets, lingering around houses for a piece of bread. Some cows are treated to good 
grains, oil cakes and special fodder; some do not get even a straw to nibble, and some others have to hang 
around refuse dumps for food. 

Coming to men, some are rich, some poor, some lucky and some mere destitute reduced to begging. Some 
have vehicles and horses, and some have large houses or palaces to live in while some have to sleep naked 
in the open. Some have children, some remain childless, some are unlucky to see their children die young 
and some get heartily sick of their children." 

Nana folded his hands and said, "I understand that but what puzzles me is this: why should there be pain 
and pleasure, joy and sorrow? There cannot be these if one gets rid of worldly affairs." 

To this Baba said, "Pain and pleasure, joy and sorrow are illusions. They are not real, although people think 
them to be real. Thanks to his previous karma, one-man feeds on delicacies; other feeds on dry bread; a 
third gets only stale food or worthless leftovers. Those who eat stale food or worthless leftovers consider 
themselves unhappy, while those eating good food say that they have everything they need. The purpose 
of eating is to quench the fire in the stomach, no matter what one eats delicacies or leftovers. Similarly, the 
purpose of covering one's body, whether with delicate fabrics woven with gold thread or with rough 
garments made from the inner bark of trees, is to protect the body; nothing more. Thus, joy and sorrow, 
pain and pleasure are simply ways of looking at things. They are, as I said, illusions and you should not be 
deceived by them. Illusory as they are, these feelings cannot exist without a cause just as waves cannot 
exist without water or light without a lamp. 

The six enemies like desire, avarice etc. are the underlying causes. These make one believe that the unreal 
is the real. When a poor man sees a gold bracelet on the wrist of a rich man, he feels angry. Anger in turn 
gives rise to envy, the desire to own something belonging to another. One must therefore defeat the six 
enemies. Once they are subdued, they cannot disturb you with joy or sorrow. You need not destroy these 
enemies completely; you need only to learn to employ them as your slaves, keeping them in check through 
knowledge or rational thinking. 

"There is, however, one real joy and one real sorrow. Being caught up in the cycle of births and deaths is 
the real sorrow; getting liberated from the cycle is the real joy. All the rest is an illusion. 

WEALTH 
"How then, should one conduct oneself in the world? Listen to what I say carefully. One must be content 
with one's lot in life; one must not keep worrying over it. If riches come to you, accept them but be humble, 
like the trees which bend on being loaded with fruit. It is good to be humble, to be kind and polite but not 
to everyone. You should learn to tell rogues, who take advantage of the kindness of the rich, and be stern 
with them. 
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Do not forget, however, that wealth is but the noonday shadow. Do not get puffed up with the power of 
wealth and harass others. Instead give in charity according to your capacity. One should never borrow and 
be extravagant. The world may be an illusion, but your destiny is not: it is real. You need wealth to conduct 
your worldly affairs. 

Wealth is essential but one should not get entangled in it. Do not be a miser. Be generous but not over-
generous. Remember no one will care for you once your wealth is spent. Generosity combined with 
extravagance is dangerous; avoid it by all means.  

CHARITY 
While giving in charity, consider how suitable is the recipient. Ask yourself: "Is he worthy of your help? Is he 
in real need? And only if the answer is yes, must you give. The sick and the disabled are worthy of your 
charity; so are orphans. All public welfare projects are deserving of financial help: so are scholars of merit. 
Try and help, if you can, poor and deserving women in labour. 

"There are three types of feedings: mass feeding, regular feeding and occasional feeding. Mass feeding is 
feeding people in thousands. You may do this if you are very wealthy and your intentions good. When you 
mass-feed, you need not differentiate between caste or between good and bad people; all are worthy. 
Feeding in the name of the Lord also falls in this category. However, you should not undertake some 
feeding if you have to borrow and get into debt. 

Regular feeding, on the other hand, calls for discrimination. Only way farmers, mendicants, the worthy poor 
among students who live by begging their bread, and the hungry deserve to be fed regularly. "Then there is 
occasional feeding - feeding on occasions like weddings, festivals and the completion of the observance of 
religious vows. On such occasions you may invite your good friends and relations and feed them. 

These are the three types of feeding and the reasons behind them. The same holds good for the offering of 
clothing as well.  

PRIDE 
"Try to help those in distress whenever your purse permits. When in power, do not misuse it. Do not take a 
bribe while sitting in judgment on a case. Whatever responsibility is given to you, carry it out well and with 
due care. Do not dress overly and show off. Do not, without proper reason, insult anyone. Know the bad 
and the wicked and deal carefully with them. If you are blessed with sons, daughters, servants and maids, 
treat them all affectionately but do not take pride in these blessings, for such pride is the cause of the cycle 
of births and deaths. We must finish up with our past store of karma so that nothing is left for us to carry 
forward. Blessings like sons, daughters etc. are meant for this life only. Where, for instance, are the friends 
and relatives we had in our past lives? They ceased to be when the lives for which they were meant ceased 
to be. Desires, on the other hand, bind us from birth to birth and bring about the next birth. 

Do not therefore take false pride in your progeny, relations or friends. Only then will you get everlasting 
bliss. We go to a hotel to take shelter there for a short while. We do not get attached to such a temporary 
dwelling. The world too is but a temporary abode for us. 

"Everybody should perform his duties and at the same time remember the Lord, who is full of bliss. All 
children on earth were created by the one God but your own child is your responsibility. You must bring 
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him up properly, educate him, give him some money and leave some wealth for him. Do not, however, take 
pride in his upbringing or education or the wealth you have left him. Do your duty and give the Lord the 
credit for doing it. Give the Lord the fruits of your duty too. This will help you to remain aloof and detached 
from worldly activities. Use your intelligence and knowledge to differentiate the good from the bad, accept 
the good and discard the bad. Take up good projects and make all possible efforts to complete them. You 
must by no means be apathetic towards the affairs of this world. Do your duties proudly but cast off this 
pride as soon as they bear fruit. 

"As long as life exists, one must take good care of one's body but one should not weep over death. After 
death nothing exists for you to cry over. Wise men are unmoved by death; it is only the foolish who give 
vent to their feelings in times of death. The body until its death is a loan from the five elements, which the 
life force repays. On full and final repayment of the loan, air mixes with air, fire with fire. Thus, the five 
elements go back to their respective places. 

The body belongs to the earth and as such its loss is not a matter for mourning. Similarly, the birth of a child 
need not be a cause for rejoicing, birth being as natural a phenomenon as death. One must simply stay 
calm, unmoved by birth and death, Oh Narayan! The earth bears the seed, the cloud waters it and the sun 
helps the seed to germinate. When the seed germinates, do the earth, the cloud and the sun rejoice and 
start dancing? Whether the sprout turns into a big tree or it dries up and withers is something that should 
cause neither rejoicing nor sorrow. If we act in this manner, how can there be any misery or cause for 
lamentation? The state of absolution is the absence of misery and lamentation. 

Baba then told Nanasaheb that we would receive from him more 'upadesh" later. Nanasaheb was very 
pleased to hear this. His eyes moist with tears of joy and his body full of goose pimples, he caught hold of 
Baba's feet and said in a voice overwhelmed with emotion. "O generous Sai: you have redeemed me. Your 
"upadesh" has washed away the dust of nescience that had gathered over me. I am deeply grateful to you." 
Nimonkar was equally overwhelmed. They both fell at Baba's foot and left for their respective homes. 

Source: Shirdi Sai Baba's Sermons, Four Chapters On Baba, by Das Ganu Maharaj 
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Meeting with Sri 
Aurobindo 
It was unbearable for me to stay in the demanding environment of Nasik, and I thought of visiting 
Pondicherry and meeting the Mother and Sri Aurobindo. The students of this ashram were very devoted 
and firm in the conviction that the way of life they led was supreme. The day I arrived at Pondicherry there 
was a concert given by a famous musician who was a disciple of Sri Aurobindo. The Mother was kind 
enough to arrange for me to stay in one of the quarters and to hear the devotional songs sung by that great 
devotee.  

My stay in Pondicherry for twenty-one days gave me enough time to strengthen the aspirations which I had 
received at the ashram of Maharshi Raman in Arunachala. During those days of my inner turmoil I was very 
restless; on one side I was being pulled by renunciation, and on the other side by the call of duty which had 
been assigned to me.  

While at Pondicherry I met Sri Aurobindo several times and he was kind enough to talk to me. His 
personality was very overpowering and inspiring. I started respecting his modern and intellectual approach 
of Integral Yoga. I want to give you the gist of what I understood this philosophy to be. 

Sri Aurobindo’s philosophy is described as integral non-dualism. This is an approach which seeks to 
understand reality in its fundamental oneness. The differences which we observe are looked upon as 
developments taking place within the framework of the all-inclusive unity of the Absolute. Integral 
nondualism erases the distinctions of ethics, religion, logic, and metaphysics. Sri Aurobindo’s conviction is 
that absolute reality in its essence is non-dual, non-conceptual, and logically indefinable. It is only 
accessible to direct experience through the penetrative insight of pure spiritual intuition. According to non-
dualism (advaita), reality is beyond materialism, causation, structure, and number. This same conviction is 
expressed in the philosophy of Nirguna Brahman in Vedanta, in the concept of Shunyata in Buddhist 
philosophy, in the concept of Tao in Chinese philosophy, and in the philosophy of Tattvatita in tantra. 

The philosophy of tantra consistently maintains that one can advance spiritually by awakening the latent 
primal force called the kundalini. When this spiritual potential is systematically channeled along higher 
levels, living becomes effortless, spontaneous, and attuned to the ultimate goal of existence. Vaishnavism 
recommends the method of love and devotion through wholehearted self-surrender to God. Christian 
mysticism and Sufism have a close resemblance to Vaishnavism in this respect: “Let Thy will, not mine, be 
done” is their secret of spiritual growth. Vedanta, by contrast, lays stress upon the method of 
contemplation and self-inquiry. It includes discrimination between the self and the not-self and then the 
renunciation of emotional attachments to the not-self. As soon as false identifications with the not-self are 
removed, the indwelling light of truth is revealed. 
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According to Aurobindo’s integral philosophy, both the lower nature and the higher nature of man and the 
universe spring from the same ultimate reality. The lower nature is the physical force in the world and the 
source of instinctual drives in the unconscious mind. Man’s higher nature is composed of pure 
consciousness and spiritual aspirations. It evolves out of the matrix of the lower nature through the 
awareness of the ultimate creative force, called Shakti. Aurobindo calls this force Divine Mother. Man has 
to faithfully be aware of this force in order to attain the realization of the Absolute. This awareness implies 
a tranquil integration of the material and the spiritual. According to Aurobindo, “The supra-physical can 
only be really mastered in its fullness when we keep our feet firmly on the physical.” 

This awareness is developed through two methods. The first is the integration of meditation with action. 
Through meditation one tears the veil of ignorance; he thus realizes his true self, which is the very self of 
all. Through selfless and loving actions one relates creatively with others. The second method of awareness 
of the Divine lies in the knowledge of the ascending and descending forces of consciousness. These 
powerful movements gradually expand the spiritual outlook and help one to rise to higher levels of 
consciousness. The descending movement brings down the light and power of higher consciousness into all 
strata of our material existence. This consists of transforming the physical into effective channels of 
expression for universal love and all-unifying truth. 

Integral non-dualism sees evolution as the progressive self-manifestation of the universal spirit in material 
conditions. The whole universe is an expression, or play, of the Divine. Man’s highest destiny is to be fully 
aware of the universal spirit and thus advance the cause of evolution. Therefore the essence of Integral 
Yoga lies in the active and effective awareness of the individual with the superconscious Divine. 

Sri Aurobindo synthesizes the ancient philosophy of advaita in the belief that it is not necessary for modern 
man to realize the goal of non-dualistic asceticism through renunciation. Meditation in action with non-
attachment also prepares the sadhaka for awakening the primal force: kundalini. By the realization of the 
union of Shakti and Shiva humanity can be elevated to a higher awareness. 

I was fully convinced that Sri Aurobindo’s philosophy would have wide recognition by the modern minds of 
India and especially of the West. But I was accustomed to quiet and solitude and could not adjust to the 
numerous activities of the ashram like dramas, concerts, and tennis. I returned to Nasik and determined to 
leave for the Himalayas. 

Source: Swami Rama, Living with the Himalayan Masters 
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Goal & Disclaimer 
 

GOAL 
"Truth is a pathless land" is a memorable quote from Jiddu Krishnamurthy. The quote can 
be intuitively understood in many ways, however, for the purpose of this discussion what 
this means is that we all attain our ultimate goal by carving our own path. We would 
undoubtedly possess several elements of our paths which will be common with each other. 

With the same type of canvas and same colors, each one of us will paint a unique picture. 
The sole goal of this website is to be an infinitesimally small part of each other’s homeward 
journey. No one is there yet, and everyone is a traveler. While we travel, let us support 
each other, sometimes just be there for each other, inspire each other and just keep 
wellbeing of each other in our heart and minds. The website and magazine are only 
creative mediums to facilitate this and that’s genuinely our only goal. 

 

DISCLAIMER 

Please note that the information in this magazine, including all articles, photos, does not 
make any claims. Any information offered is the opinion of the creators/authors of that 
material. It is respectfully offered to you to explore, in the hope and with the intention that 
exploring this material will be informational and helpful to you. All contents in this 
magazine will be reviewed by the editors. While we make every reasonable effort to 
ensure the accuracy of the information, some information may not be complete, and may 
contain inaccuracies or errors. If you believe any information is inaccurate, please let us 
know by contacting us at: editor@saisaburi.org. 
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